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Interdimensional cable 2 dailymotion

Dan GutermanRyan RidleyJustin Roiland September 20, 2015 (United States)May 15, 2016 (Canada) ← the previous → Big Trouble in Little Sanchez Look Who's Purging Now Interdimensional Cable 2: Tentant Fate is the eighth episode of the second season of Rick and Morty. It's the 19th episode of the series in general. It premiered
on September 20, 2015. It was written by Dan Guterman, Ryan Ridley &amp; Justin Roiland and directed by Juan Meza-León. Synopsis Jerry is rushed to a foreign hospital when eating ice cream Rick was using to develop a dangerous bacterium. Rick's setting up the hospital's cable box. Plot After eating out a pint of cherry Garcia ice
cream, which actually contained a dangerous mutant bacterium that was in the second freezer drawer (which belongs to Rick), Jerry is rushed to St. Gloopy Noops Hospital, an institution in space, by his family. While awaiting the results of Jerry's treatment, Rick, Beth, Summer and Morty sit in the hospital waiting room. I don't want to
watch QCV (an alien version of QVC), Rick jury-rigs the cable box with its inter-dimensional crystal. After breaking the cable box and catching the crystal, a nurse asks him what he's doing to which Rick answers, a sequel. After watching Man vs. Car (a pitting competition for cars in a gladiatorial ring) and an advertisement for Eyeholes (a
grain diligently protected by a spandex stranger-clad with a megaphone), a ravaged Beth sits with them in the waiting room. Jerry wakes up in his hospital room, cured of bacterial infection. His doctor, accompanied by a number of others, explains that the most influential civil rights leader in the galaxy, Shrimply Pibles, is in the same dying
hospital; he can be saved, however, if Jerry donates his sexual organs to The Dibles to act like a heart. An elderly stranger in a wheelchair arrives, and he doubts that Jerry will help him, as the culture of the Earth is built around sex. Upset by this idea, Jerry agrees to donate his organs in an attempt to redeem the Earth's reputation. After
a brief remark by Morty about a strange woman getting her coffee, Rick turns into we're here?, and Morty discovers that the strange woman has disappeared from the waiting room after suddenly reappearing on top of a lamp in the show. The whole family is puzzled by the event, and Rick advises them to stay away from the coffee
machine. They then watch an ad for Jan Quadrant Vincent 16 (an action-adventure starring several copies of Jan Michael Vincent). Jerry, meanwhile, is considering donating to Pibles, and tells his doctor that he wants to consult with Beth before moving on with the surgery. After the rest of the family at The Adventures of Sstealy and
Funny Songs, the doctor comes into the waiting room and addresses the family, telling them that Jerry is fine, but also asks Come with him. After Jerry tells him about the operation, the conversation between Beth, Jerry and the doctor is in a spiral, but when reading the highly advanced prosthetic catalog Jerry can be given to replace his
missing organs, Beth decides to let Jerry choose for himself. I'm still not willing to say no, Jerry admits. While the family watches Lil' Bits (an ad for a restaurant with tiny food portions), Jerry has the chance to use his organs one last time, while the doctor leaves him in his office with alien pornography and a towel. Excited by the videos,
Jerry discovers that the doctor left The Medical Files of Pibles open behind the windows; the doctor then re-enters the room and tells Jerry as much, asking him to use discretion. Jerry doesn't, but instead he examines the medical records and finds information that he thinks will allow him to keep his sexual organs. Watching Opposite
News with Michael Thompson and Cooking Things with Pichael Thompson, the family soon discovers that the two hosts are twins united, filming their shows simultaneously side by side. Rick notes at Summer that she has no idea how much that has to save the production. Meanwhile, the hospital is holding a press conference to
announce that Pibles can be saved, and also to introduce Jerry, the donor responsible for the opportunity. When Jerry, speaking to the crowd, mentions Pibles' ongoing struggle with heroin addiction, the crowd applauds enthusiastically. A confused Jerry asks whether or not the heroin issue was a matter of public record, to which some
angry reporters respond that heroin accounted for ten percent of The Planet's home atmosphere - at least, before it was destroyed by Klargon's death squads, which made him unable to breathe without heroin. The entire audience boos Jerry, realizing he's trying not to lose his limb. Rick, Summer and Morty watch an episode of How They
Do It (detailing the manufacturing process behind lead) and The Personal Space Show (hosted by a man obsessed with preserving his personal space unoccupied, even his own skin) – which is followed by an ad for The Northsiders – before finding an alien athletic competition. At the press conference, one of the doctors reassures the
angry crowd, announcing that a large number of people, having heard of jerry's double-cross and wanting to save Pibles, have donated enough money to purchase a synthetic heart for him. Jerry, angry and offended, begins to think of a way to regain his honor. Later, as surgery begins, Jerry bursts into the operating room wielding a gun-
like device, demanding that he cut off his limb and use it to save Rick, Summer, and Morty, meanwhile, watch Octopus Man, a clip that ends with the main character needlessly stabbing two random people to on the street. Summer opposes unnecessary violence in television, and Morty responds by shouting that her views on television
are primitive. Beth arrives, telling them they can leave, but a news story suddenly passes, announcing that Jerry is holding the doctors hostage. Discovering that the robbery does not happen in another dimension, Beth and Summer rush to the scene, where Jerry is at a standstill with two armed guards; Asking to know what's going on,
Jerry just answers, I'm a good person. Beth then realizes that the thing Jerry's holding is not a weapon, but one of the very advanced vibrators in the catalog. Out of options, Jerry takes his pants off and runs towards Pibles' body, reasserting with tears in his eyes that he is a good person. The guards open fire on Jerry, shooting him fifty-
seven times while the whole family screams in horror (Rick and Morty watch the events on television); they continue to shoot him even after his mutilated, lifeless body falls to the floor. Some time later, Jerry wakes up to an ad for Butthole Ice Cream Paror. Realizing that he is awake, Beth tells him that everything he remembers really
happened, and that since they were at a foreign hospital, the repair of his body was, in Beth's words, as if a splinter had been removed. Jerry says all he wanted was for people to like him, not hate him, and Beth replies that you can't make people like you. You just have to wait to hate yourself to bore them. Getting out of bed, Jerry
declares his intention to go to the zoo with his family, but they shoot him furiously. In a post-credit scene, Jerry sneaks into Rick's closet and tries to steal his Eyeholes cereal to eat from her only to be immediately attacked by the angry Eyehole Man. summer and morty work to get the Eyeholes Man off by Jerry as Rick puts the box back
into his closet while reprimanding Jerry to go through his side of the closet. Morty quotes why you have them? Major Television Characters Deaths Dr. Glip-Glot Michael Jenkins 1 Anonymous Tax Attorney 1 Anonymous Garblovian Songs Trivia This is one of two episodes of Rick and Morty to be rated TV-MA from the FCC, the other
being Vindicators 3: Return of the Worldender. This episode is a sequel to Rixty Minutes. This is the first episode to have a real title card. It is also the first episode without any part of the usual song. The play that plays during the title card sequence is Shake That Monkey by Too Short. How They do It is a parody of How it's Made. A
facehugger can be seen on a patient's face in the hospital. This is a reference to the Alien movie series. Stealey is believed to be part of the same species as Mr. Poopybutthole. One of the items Stealey finds in the office is a red stapler. could be a reference to the Movie Office Space which features a red stapler that becomes At 17
minutes in, an ad for a show called The Northsiders appears with a clear BBC2 logo in the upper left corner. BBC2 is a TV channel in the UK, and the implication is that The Personal Space Show also airs on the BBC as (clearly English-accented) the narrator is heard saying More personal space next Tuesday at 8.... In the next breath,
the narrator is heard saying Up, the heat returns for Samantha and the boys on the Northsiders. Northsiders could be a reference to EastEnders, a soap opera that airs on BBC1. Either way, this is a clear breach of the fourth wall. When they were watching the Personal Space Show on the interdimensional cable, behind them was a
hamster from the world of Hamsters In Butts, who had already appeared in the generic Rixty Minutes where they went on a family trip to their world. Transcript See a full transcript of the episode here. Gallery Click here to see the gallery of this page. References To one of these Comic Cons (I can't keep track of all of them; you nerds are
taking over the world), Justin Roiland promised that the gimmick interdimensional television show introduced last season to Rixty Minute would be Rick and Morty's Treehouse of Horror. This means, annually, we get an almost entirely composed episode of short animated segments to weird improvised bits performed by an increasingly
drunk Justin Roiland boozing it into the recording studio. I understand it looks like I should hate this one. Both Roiland and Dan Harmon talked more, preparing everyone for the worst. Unlike Rixty Minutes, they really just let Justin go this time and made little or no effort to form any conventional comedy structure around his different bits.
More than trying to apee the surprise heartstring-tugging B-plot that rounded the first improv'd episode, they went with an extended dick joke. Finally, just take a quick look around the usual web hoves, many fans don't seem already disappointed in Interdimensional Cable 2: Tempting Fate. But I didn't hate him! I didn't like it either, but, as
with Rixty Minutes, Roiland's stutters often stumble laughing at me, even in those moments I think in my mind that there's nothing particularly intelligent being said. In addition, the subplot joke dick, although practically devoid of pathos, was quite solid! He took some unexpected turns and told a number of good jokes along the way. The
plot about Jerry's penis being the perfect heart replacement for the alien civil rights leader, Shrimbly Dibles, flip-flopped back and forth, because of the conflict of Jerry's desire to do the right thing (or, more accurately, to be seen as they did the right thing) versus keeping his penis. It's a funny bow: Jerry tries first to demonstrate his
altruism, then then gets cold feet because he wants to keep his penis, and finally-when he said the transplant will be performed with a synthetic penis-heart, which is even better than his penis-he's trying to force foreign surgeons to take his penis in place. It's great that the internal conflict Jerry has of penis versus likability coming together.
Now he wants people to think that he and his penis are the best. Best.
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